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1 Introduction/Motivation

Conquering System-on-Chip (SoC) architecture and design complexity became
a major, if not the number one, challenge in integrated systems development.
SoC complexity can be expressed in various ways and different dimensions:
Today’s single-digit nanometer feature size CMOS technologies allow for multi-
billion transistor designs with millions of lines of code being executed on dozens
of heterogeneous processing cores. Proving the functional correctness of such
designs according to the SoC specifications is practically infeasible and can only
be achieved probabilistically within tolerable margins. Further consequences of
this ever-increasing hardware/software complexity are: Increasing susceptibility of
application- and system-level software codes to security and safety exposures, as
well as operational variability of nanometer size semiconductor devices because
of environmental or manufacturing variations. The SPP1500 Dependable Embed-
ded Systems Priority Program of the German Research Foundation (DFG) [8]
focused on tackling the latter class of exposures. NBTI (negative-bias temperature
instability) aging, physical electromigration damage and intermittent, radiation
induced bit flips in registers (SEUs (single event upsets)) or memory cells are some
manifestations of CMOS variability. The Variability Expedition program by the
United States National Science Foundation (NSF) [6] is a partner program driven by
the same motivation. There has been and still is a good amount of bi- and multilateral
technical exchange and collaboration between the two national-level initiatives.

Divide and conquer strategies, for example, by hierarchically layering a system
according to established abstraction levels, proved to be an effective approach
for coping with overall system complexity in a level by level manner. Layering
SoCs bottom-up with semiconductor materials and transistor devices, followed by
combinatorial logic, register-transfer, micro-/macro-architecture levels, and runtime
environment middleware, as well as application-level software at the top end of the
hierarchy, is an established methodology used both in industry and academia. The
seven layer Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model of the International Orga-
nization for Standardization provides a reference framework for communication
network protocols with defined interfaces between the layers. It is another example
of conquering the complexity of the entire communication stack by layering.

Despite these merits and advantages attributed to system layering, a disadvantage
of this approach cannot be overlooked. Layering fosters specialization by focusing
the expertise of a researcher or developer to one specific abstraction level only (or to
one layer plus certain awareness for the neighboring layers at best). Specialization
and even sub-specialization within one abstraction layer became a necessity as the
complexity within one layer raises already huge design challenges. However, the
consequence of layering and specialization for overall system optimization is that
such optimizations are typically constrained by the individual layer boundaries.
Cross-layer optimization strives to pursue a more vertical approach, taking the
perspectives of two or more, adjacent or non-adjacent, abstraction levels for certain
system properties or qualities into account. A holistic approach (considering all
abstraction levels for all system properties) is not realistic because of the overall sys-
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Fig. 1 RAP covers probabilistic error modeling and propagation of physics induced variabilities
from circuit/logic up to application level

tem complexity. Nevertheless, for some properties, cross-layer approaches proved
to be effective. Approximate computing, exploiting application-level tolerance
to on-purpose circuit level inaccuracies in arithmetic operations for savings in
silicon area and a lower power dissipation, is a widely adopted example of cross-
layer optimization. Cross-layer approaches have also been suggested as a feasible
technique to enhance reliability of complex systems [21, 26].

A prerequisite for effective cross-layer optimization is the ability to correlate the
causes or events happening at one particular level with the effects or symptoms they
will cause at other abstraction levels. Hierarchical system layering and specializa-
tion implies that subject matters and corresponding terminology are quite different
between levels, especially when the levels of interest are several layers apart. The
objective of the presented Resilience Articulation Point (RAP) model is to provision
probabilistic fault abstraction and error propagation concepts for various forms
of variability induced phenomena [9, 28]. Or, expressed differently, RAP aims to
help annotate how variability related physical faults occurring at the semiconductor
material and device levels (e.g., charge separation in the silicon substrate in response
to a particle impact) can be expressed at higher abstraction levels. Thus, the impact
of the low-level physical faults onto higher level fault tolerance, such as instruction
vulnerability analysis of CPU core microarchitectures, or fault-aware real-time
operating system middleware, can be determined without the higher level experts
needing to be aware of the fault representation and error transformation at the
lower levels. This cross-layer scope and property differentiates RAP from traditional
digital logic fault models, such as stuck-at [18] or the conditional line flip (CLF)
model [35]. These models, originally introduced for logic testing purposes, focus
on the explicit fault stimulation, error propagation and observation within one and
the same abstraction level. Consequently, RAP can be considered as an enabler
for obtaining a cross-layer perspective in system optimization. RAP covers all SoC
hardware/software abstraction levels as depicted in Fig. 1.
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2 Resilience Articulation Point (RAP) Basics

In graph theory, an articulation point is a vertex that connects sub-graphs within a
bi-connected graph, and whose removal would result in an increase of the number
of connecting arcs within the graph. Translated into our domain of dependability
challenges in SoCs, spatially and temporally correlated bit flips represent the single
connecting vertex between lower layer fault origins and the upper layer error and
failure models of hardware/software system abstraction (see Fig. 2).

The RAP model is based on three foundational assumptions: First, the hypothesis
that every variability induced fault at the semiconductor material or device level
will manifest with a certain probability as a permanent or transient single- or multi-
bit signal inversion or out-of-specification delay in a signal transition. In short, we
refer to such signal level misbehavior in terms of logic level or timing as a bit flip
error, and model it by a probabilistic, location and time dependent error function
Pbit(x, t). Second, probabilistic error functions PL(x, t), which are specific to a
certain abstraction layer and describe how layer characteristic data entities and
compositional elements are affected by the low-level faults. For example, with what
probability will a certain control interface signal on an on-chip CPU system bus, or a
data word/register variable used by an application task be corrupted in response to a
certain NBTI transistor aging rate. Third, there has to be a library of transformation
functions TL converting probabilistic error functions PL(x1, t) at abstraction level
L into probabilistic error functions PL+i (x2, t + �t) at level(s) L + i (i ≥ 1) (see
Fig. 3).

PL+1(x2, t + �t) = TL o PL(x1, t) (1)

Please note, although the existence of such transformation functions is a founda-
tional assumption of the RAP model itself, the individual transformation functions
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Fig. 2 Fault, error, and failure representations per abstraction levels
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Fig. 3 Error transformation function depending on environmental, design, and system state
conditions

TL cannot come from or be a part of RAP. Transformation functions are dependent
on a plurality of environmental, design and structure specific conditions, as well as
implementation choices (EL,DL,SL) within the specific abstraction layers that are
only known to the respective expert designer. Note further, the location or entity
x2 affected at a higher abstraction level may not be identical to the location x1,
where the error manifested at the lower level. Depending on the type of error, the
architecture of the system in use, and the characteristic of the application running,
the error detection latency �t during the root cause analysis for determining the
error source at level L typically represents a challenging debugging problem [17].

3 Related Work

Related approaches to describe the reliability of integrated circuits and systems have
been developed recently.

In safety-critical domains and to ensure reliable systems, standards prescribing
reliability analysis approaches and MTTF (mean time to failure) calculations have
been in existence for many decades (e.g., RTCA/DO-254—Design Assurance
Guidance for Airborne Electronic Hardware, or the Bellcore/Telcordia Predictive
Method, SR-332—Reliability Prediction Procedure for Electronic Equipment, in the
telecom area [33]). These approaches, however, were not developed with automation
in mind, and do not scale well to very complex systems.

The concept of reliability block diagrams (RBDs) has also been used to describe
the reliability of systems [19]. In RBDs, each block models a component of the
considered system. A failure rate is associated to each block. The RBD’s structure
describes how components interact. Components in parallel are redundant, whereas
for serially connected components the failure of any one component causes the
entire system to fail. However, more complex situations are difficult to model
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and analyze. Such more complex situations include parametric dependencies (e.g.,
reliability dependent on temperature and/or voltage), redundancy schemes which
can deal with certain failures, but not other (e.g., ECC which, depending on the
code and number of redundant bits, can either deal with the detection and correction
of single-bit failure, or detect, but not correct, multi-bit failures), or state-dependent
reliability characteristics.

In 2012, RIIF (Reliability Information Interchange Format) was presented [4].
RIIF does not introduce fundamentally new reliability modeling and analysis
concepts. Rather, the purpose is to provide a format for describing detailed reliability
information of electronic components as well as the interaction among components.
Parametric reliability information is supported. State-dependent reliability (modeled
by Markov reliability models) is planned to be added. By providing a standardized
format, RIIF intends to support the development of automated approaches for
reliability analysis. It targets to support real-world scenarios in which complex
electronic systems are constructed from legacy components, purchased IP blocks,
and newly developed logic.

RIIF was developed in the context of European projects, driven primarily by the
company IROC Technologies. The original concept was developed mostly within
the MoRV (Modeling Reliability under Variation) project. Extensions from RIIF
to RIIF2 were recently developed in collaboration with the CLERECO (Cross-
Layer Early Reliability Evaluation for the Computing Continuum) project. RIIF is a
machine-readable format which allows the detailed description of reliability aspect
of system components. The failure modes of each component can be described,
depending on parameters of the component. The interconnection of components to a
system can be described. RIIF originally focused only on hardware. RIIF2 has been
proposed to extend the basic concepts of RIIF to also take software considerations
into account [27].

4 Fault Abstraction at Lower Levels

The RAP model proposes modeling the location and time dependent error prob-
ability Pbit(x, t) of a digital signal by an error function F with three, likewise,
location and/or time dependent parameters: Environmental and operating conditions
E , design parameters D, and (error) state bits S .

Pbit(x, t) = F(E,D,S) (2)

This generic model has to be adapted to every circuit component and fault
type independently. Environmental conditions E , such as temperature and supply
voltage fluctuations, heavily affect the functionality of a circuit. Device aging
further influences the electrical properties, concretely the threshold voltage. Other
environmental parameters include clock frequency instability and neutron flux
density.
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System design D implies multiple forms of decisions making. For example, shall
arithmetic adders follow a ripple-carry or carry-look-ahead architecture (enumer-
ative decision)? What technology node to choose (discrete decision)? How much
area should one SRAM cell occupy (continuous decision)? Fixing such design
parameters D allows the designer to make trade-offs between different decisions,
which all influence the error probability of the design in one way or the other.

In order to model the dependence of the error probability on location, circuit
state, and time, it is necessary to include several state variables. These state variables
S lead to a model which is built from conditional probabilities P(b1|b2), where the
error probability of the bit b1 is dependent on the state of the bit b2. For example,
the failure probability of one SRAM cell depends on the error state of neighboring
SRAM cells due to the probability of multi-bit upset (MBU) [8]. For an 8T SRAM
cell it also depends on the stored value of the SRAM cell as the bit flip probability
of a stored “1” is different from a stored “0.”

Finally, the error function F takes the three parameter sets E , D, and S and
returns the corresponding bit error probability Pbit. The error function F is unique
for a specific type of fault and for a specific circuit element. An error function can
either be expressed by a simple analytical formula, or may require a non-closed
form representation, e.g., a timing analysis engine or a circuit simulator.

In the sequel, we show by the example of SRAM memory technology, how the
design of an SRAM cell (circuit structure, supply voltage, and technology node) as
well as different perturbation sources, such as radiating particle strikes, noise and
supply voltage drops, will affect the data bit error probability Pbit of stored data bits.

4.1 SRAM Errors

The SRAM is well known to have high failure rates already in current technologies.
We have chosen two common SRAM architectures, namely the 6-transistor (6T) and
8-transistor (8T) bit cell shown in Fig. 4. For the 6T architecture we have as design
choices the number of fins for the pull-up transistors (PU), the number of fins for the

Fig. 4 Circuit schematics for standard 6T (a) and 8T (b) SRAM bit cells
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pull-down transistors (PD), and the number of fins for the access transistors (PG).
The resulting architecture choice is then depicted by 6T_(PU:PG:PD). For the 8T
architecture we have additionally two transistors for the read access (PGR). Hence,
the corresponding architecture choice is named 8T_(PU:(PG:PGR):PD).

An SRAM cell can fail in many different ways, for example:

• Soft Error/Single Event Upset (SEU) failure: If the critical charge Qcrit is low,
the susceptibility to a bit flip caused by radiation is higher.

• Static Voltage Noise Margin (SVNM) failure: An SRAM cell can be flipped
unintentionally when the voltage noise margin is too low (stability).

• Read delay failure: An SRAM cell cannot be read within a specified time.
• Write Trip Voltage (WTV) failure: The voltage swing during a write is not high

enough at the SRAM cell.

We selected these four parameters, namely Qcrit , SVNM, Read delay, and WTV
as resilience key parameters. To quantify the influence of technology scaling (down
to 7 nm) on the resilience of the two SRAM architectures we used extensive Monte-
Carlo simulations and predictive technology models (PTM) [12].

4.1.1 SRAM Errors due to Particle Strikes (Qcrit )

Bit value changes in high density SRAMs can be induced by energetic particle
strikes, e.g., alpha or neutron particles [34]. The sensitivity of digital ICs to such
particles is rapidly increasing with aggressive technology scaling [12], due to the
correspondingly decreasing parasitic capacitances and operating voltage.

When entering the single-digit fC region for the critical charge, as in current
logic and SRAM devices and illustrated in Fig. 5a, lighter particles such as alpha
and proton particles become dominant (see Fig. 5b). This increases not only error
rates, but also their spread, as the range of lighter particles is much longer compared
to residual nucleus [10].
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These technology-level faults caused by particle strikes now need to be abstracted
into a bit-level fault model, so that they can be used in later system-level resilience
studies. In the following this is shown for the example of neutron particle strikes.
Given a particle flux of �, the number of neutron strikes k that hit a semiconductor
area A in a time interval τ can be modeled by a Poisson distribution:

P(N(τ) = k) = exp(−� · A · τ)
(� · A · τ)k

k! (3)

These neutrons are uniformly distributed over the considered area, and may only
cause an error if they hit the critical area of one of the memory cells injecting
a charge which is larger than the critical charge of the memory cell. The charge
Qinjected transported by the injected current pulse from the neutron strike follows
an exponential distribution with a technology dependent parameter Qs :

fQ(Qinjected) = 1

Qs

exp

(
−

Qinjected
Qs

)
(4)

The probability that a cell flips due to this charge can then be derived as

PSEU(Q ≥ Qcrit |Vcellout = VDD) =
∞∫

Qcrit

fQ(Q)dQ (5)

With increasing integration density, the probability of multi-bit upsets (MBU)
also increases [16]. A comparison of the scaling trend of Qcrit between the 6T
and 8T SRAM bit cell is shown in Fig. 6. The right-hand scale in the plots shows
the 3 sigma deviation of Qcrit in percent to better highlight the scaling trend.
The 8T-cell has a slightly improved error resilience due to an increased Qcrit

(approximately 10% higher). However, this comes at the cost of a 25–30% area
increase.
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4.1.2 SRAM Errors due to Noise (SVNM)

The probability of an SRAM error (cell flip) due to noise is given by

Pnoise_error(Vnoise ≥ VSV NM) =
∞∫

VSV NM

fVnoise
(V )dV (6)

The distribution function fVnoise
is not directly given as it depends largely on the

detailed architecture and the environment in which the SRAM is integrated. Figure 7
plots the scaling trend for SVNM for both SRAM cell architectures. Due to its much
improved SVNM the 8T_(1:(1:1):1) cell has an advantage over the 6T_(1:1:1) cell.
Not only is the 8T cell approximately 22% better in SVNM than the 6T cell, but it
is also much more robust in terms of 3σ variability (28% for 8T 7 nm compared to
90% for 6T 7 nm).

4.1.3 SRAM Errors Due to Read/Write Failures (Read Delay/WTV)

The probability of SRAM read errors can be expressed by the following equation:

Pread_error(tread < tread_delay) =
tread_delay∫

0

f tread
(t)dt (7)

In Fig. 8 the trend of the read delay for the two SRAM cell architectures is shown.
Although the read delay decreases with technology scaling, which theoretically
enables a higher working frequency, its relative 3σ variation can be as high as 50%
at the 7 nm node. This compromises its robustness and diminishes possible increases
in frequency.
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If the actual applied voltage swing Vs is not sufficient to flip the content of a
SRAM cell, then the data is not written correctly. The probability of such a write
failure is given by

Pwrite_error(Vs < Vswing_min) =
Vswing_min∫

0

fVs (V )dV (8)

Similar to fVnoise
both distribution functions for tread and Vs depend strongly on the

clock frequency, the transistor dimensions, the voltage supply, and the noise in the
system. Figure 9 plots the scaling trend of WTV for 6T and 8T cells. The results for
6T and 8T cells are similar due to the similar circuit structure of 6T and 8T cells
regarding write procedure.

4.1.4 SRAM Errors due to Supply Voltage Drop

Figure 10 shows the failure probability of a 65 nm SRAM array with 6T cells and 8T
cells for a nominal supply voltage of 1.2 V. When the supply voltage drops below
1.2 V the failure probability increases significantly. Obviously, the behavior is differ-
ent for 6T and 8T cells. The overall analysis of the resilience key parameters (Qcrit ,
SVNM, read delay, WTV, and VDD) shows that the variability increases rapidly as
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technology is scaled down. Investigations considering the failure probabilities of
memories (SRAMs, DRAMs) in a system context are described in chapter “Design
of Efficient, Dependable SoCs Based on a Cross-Layer-Reliability Approach with
Emphasis on Wireless Communication as Application and DRAM Memories”.

5 Architecture Level Analysis and Countermeasures

5.1 Instruction Vulnerability

Due to the wide variety in functionality and implementation of different application
softwares as well as changes in the system and application workload depending
on the application domain and user, a thorough yet sufficiently abstracted quan-
tification of the dependability of individual applications is required. Even though
all application software on a specific system operate on the same hardware, they
use the underlying system differently, and exhibit different susceptibility to errors.
While a significant number of software applications can tolerate certain errors with
a relatively small impact on the quality of the output, others do not tolerate errors
well. These types of errors, as well as errors leading to system crashes, have to be
addressed at the most appropriate system layer in a cost-effective manner. Therefore,
it is important to analyze the effects of errors propagating from the device and
hardware layers to all the way up to the application layer, where they can finally
affect the behavior of the system software or the output of the applications, and,
therefore, become visible to the user. This implies different usage of hardware
components, e.g., in the pipeline, as well as different effects of masking at the
software layers while considering individual application accuracy requirements.
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These different aspects have to be taken into account in order to accurately quantify
the susceptibility of an application towards errors propagating from the lower layers.

An overview of the different models as well as their respective system layer
is shown in Fig. 11 [30]. A key feature is that the software layer models consider
the lower layer information while being able to provide details at the requested
granularity (e.g., instruction, function, or application). To achieve that, relevant
information from the lower layers has to be propagated to the upper layers for
devising accurate reliability models at the software layer. As the errors originate
from the device layer, a bottom-up approach is selected here. Examples for
important parameters at the hardware layer are fault probabilities (i.e., PE(c)) of
different processor components (c ∈ C), which can be obtained by a gate-level
analysis, as well as spatial and temporal vulnerabilities of different instructions
when passing through different pipeline stages (i.e., IV Iic). At the software layer,
for instance, control and data flow information has to be considered as well as
separation of critical and non-critical instructions. In addition, decisions at the
OS layer (e.g., DVFS levels, mapping decisions) and application characteristics
(e.g., pipeline usage, switching activity determined by data processed) can have
a significant impact on the hardware. Towards that, different models have been
developed on each layer and at different granularity as shown in Fig. 11. The
individual models are discussed briefly in the following.

One building block for quantifying the vulnerability of an application is the
Instruction Vulnerability Index (IVI) [22, 24]. It estimates the spatial and temporal
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vulnerabilities of different types of instructions when passing through different
microarchitectural components/pipeline stages c ∈ C of a processor. Therefore,
unlike state-of-the-art program level metrics (like the program vulnerability factor:
PVF [32]) that only consider the program state for reliability vulnerability estima-
tion, the IV I considers the probability that an error is observed at the output PE(c)

of different processor components as well as their area Ac.

IV Ii =
∑

∀c∈C IV Iic · Ac · PE(c)∑
∀c∈C Ac

For this, the vulnerability of an instruction i in a distinct microarchitectural
component c has to be estimated:

IV Iic = vic · βc(v)∑
∀c∈C βc

The IV Iic is itself based on an analysis of the vulnerable bits βc(v) representing
the spatial vulnerability (in conjunction with Ac) as well as an analysis of the nor-
malized vulnerable period vic representing the temporal vulnerability. Both capture
the different residence times of instructions in the microarchitectural components
(i.e., single vs. multi-cycle instructions) as well as the different usage of components
(e.g., adder vs. multiplier) while combining information from the hardware and
software layers for an accurate vulnerability estimation. An example for different
spatial and temporal vulnerabilities is shown in Fig. 12a: Comparing an “add”- with
a “load”-instruction, the “load” additionally uses the data cache/memory component
(thus having a higher spatial vulnerability) and might also incur multiple stall
cycles due to the access to the data cache/memory (thus having a higher temporal
vulnerability).

The IV I can further be used for estimating the vulnerabilities of functions
and complete application softwares. An option for a more coarse-grained model
at the function granularity is the Function Vulnerability Index (FVI). It models the
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vulnerability of a function as the weighted average of its susceptibility towards
application failures and its susceptibility towards giving an incorrect output. In order
to achieve this, critical instructions (i.e., instructions potentially causing application
failures) and non-critical instructions (i.e., instructions potentially causing incorrect
application outputs) are distinguished.

The quantification of the error probability provided by the IV I is complemented
by capturing the masking properties of an application. The Instruction Error
Masking Index (IMI) [31] estimates the probability that an error at instruction i

is masked until the last instruction of all of its successor instruction paths. At the
software layer, this is mainly determined by two factors: (a) Masking due to control
flow properties, where a control flow decision might lead to an erroneous result
originating from instruction i not being used (see example in Fig. 12c); (b) Masking
due to data flow properties, which means that a successor instruction might mask an
error originating from i due to its instruction type and/or operand values (e.g., the
“and”-instruction in Fig. 12b). On the microarchitectural layer, further masking
effects may occur due to an error within a microarchitectural component being
blocked from propagating further when passing through different logic elements.

Although masking plays an important role, there are still significant errors which
propagate to the output of a software application. To capture the effects of an
error not being masked and quantify the consequences of its propagation, the Error
Propagation Index (EPI) of an instruction can be used [31]. It quantifies the error
propagation effects at the instruction granularity and provides an estimate of the
extent (e.g., number of program outputs) an error at an instruction can affect the
output of a software application. This is achieved by analyzing the probability that
an error becomes visible at the program output (i.e., its non-masking probability)
by considering all successor instructions of a given instruction i. An example of an
error propagating to multiple instructions is shown in Fig. 12b.

An alternative for estimating the software dependability at the function granular-
ity is the Function Resilience model [23], which provides a probabilistic measure
of the function’s correctness (i.e., its output quality) in the presence of faults. In
order to avoid exposing the software application details (as it is the case for FV I ), a
black-box model is used for estimating the function resilience. It considers two basic
error types: Incorrect Output of an application software (also known as Silent Data
Corruption) or Application Failure (e.g., hangs, crashes, etc.). Modeling Function
Resilience requires error probabilities for basic block outputs1 and employs a
Markov Chain technique; see details in [23].

As timely generation of results plays an important role, for instance, in real-
time systems, it is not only important to consider the functional correctness
(i.e., generating the correct output) of a software application, but also to account
for the timing correctness (i.e., whether the output is provided in time or after the

1One potential method to obtain these error probabilities is through fault-injection experiments in
the underlying hardware during the execution of these basic blocks
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deadline). This can be captured via the Reliability-Timing Penalty (RTP) model [25].
It is defined as the linear combination of functional reliability and timing reliability:

RT P = α · R + (1 − α) · miss_rate

where R is the reliability penalty (which can be any reliability metric at func-
tion granularity like FV I or Function Resilience) and miss_rate represents the
percentage of deadline misses for the software application. Via the parameter α

(0 ≤ α ≤ 1), the importance of the two components can be determined: if α is closer
to 0, the timing reliability aspect is given a higher importance; when α is closer to 1,
the functional reliability aspect is highlighted. The tradeoff formulated by the RT P

is particularly helpful when selecting appropriate mitigation techniques for errors
affecting the functional correctness, but which might have a significant time-wise
overhead.

A summary of the different modeling approaches discussed above is shown in
Fig. 13, where the main factors and corresponding system layers are highlighted.

5.2 Data Vulnerability Analysis and Mitigation

A number of approaches to analyze and mitigate soft errors, such as ones introduced
by memory bit flips or logic errors in an ALU, rely on annotating sections of code as
to their vulnerability to bit flips [2]. These approaches are relatively straightforward
to implement, but regularly fail to capture the context of execution of the annotated
code section. Thus, the worst-case error detection and correction overhead applies
to all executions of, e.g., an annotated function, no matter what the relevance of
the data processed within that function to the execution of the program (stability or
quality of service effects) may be.

The SPP 1500 Program project FEHLER [29], in contrast, bases its analyses
and optimizations on the notion of data vulnerability by performing joint code and
data flow analyses. Here, the foremost goal is to ensure the stability of program
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Fig. 14 Horizontal propagation of an error in the RAP model

execution while allowing a system designer to trade the resulting quality of service
of a program for optimizations of different non-functional properties such as real-
time adherence and energy consumption.

However, analyses on the level of single bit-flips are commonly too fine-grained
for consideration in a compiler tool flow. Rather, the level of analysis provided
by FEHLER allows the developer to introduce semantics of error handling above
the level of single bit-flips. In the upper half of the RAP model hourglass [9], this
corresponds to the “data” layer.

The seminal definition of the RAP model provides the notion of a set of bits that
belong to a word of data. This allows the minimum resolution of error annotations
to represent basic C data types such as char or int.2 In addition, FEHLER allows
annotations of complex data types implemented as consecutive words in memory,
such as C structures or arrays.

In terms of the RAP model, data flow analyses enable the tracking of the effects
of bit flips in a different dimension. The analyses capture how a hardware-induced
bit error emanating in the lower half of the RAP hourglass propagates to different
data objects on the same layer as an effect of arithmetic, logic, and copy operations
executed by the software. As shown in Fig. 14, a bit error on the data layer can now
propagate horizontally within the model to different memory locations. Thus, with
progressing program execution, a bit flip can eventually affect more than one data
object of an application.

In order to avoid software crashes in the presence of errors, affected data objects
have to be classified according to the worst-case impact an error in a given object
can have on a program’s execution.

Using a bisecting approach, this results in a binary classification of the worst-
case error impact of a data object on a program’s execution. If an error in a data
object could result in an application crash, the related piece of data is to be marked
as critical to the system stability. An example for this could be a pointer variable
which, in case of a bit error, might result in a processor exception when attempting
to dereference that pointer. In turn, all other errors are classified as non-critical,
which implies that we can ensure that a bit flip in one of these will never result in a
system crash.

2Single bit annotations could be realized by either using C bit fields or bit banding memory areas.
However, the use of bit fields is discouraged due to portability issues, whereas bit banding is not
generally available on all kinds of processors and the compiler possesses no knowledge of aliasing
of bit banding areas with regular memory, which would result in more complex data flow analyses.
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unreliable int x;
reliable int y;

Listing 1.1 Reliability type qualifiers in FEHLER

In the FEHLER system, this classification is indicated by reliability type
qualifiers, an addition to the C language that allows a programmer to indicate the
worst-case effect of errors on a data object [3]. An example for possible annotations
is shown in Listing 1.1. Here, the classification is implemented as extensions to the
C language in the ICD-C compiler. The reliable type qualifier implies that the
annotated data object is critical to the execution of the program, i.e., a bit flip in
that variable might result in a crash in the worst case, whereas the unreliable
type qualifier tells the compiler that the worst-case impact of a bit flip is less
critical. However, in that case the error can still result in a significant reduction
of a program’s quality of service.

=

x -

y *

+

z u

4

unreliable int u, x;
reliable int y, z;

...

x = y - (z + u) * 4;

Listing 1.2 Data flow analysis of possible horizontal error propagation and related AST
representation

It is unrealistic to expect that a programmer is able or willing to provide
annotations to each and every data object in a program. Thus, the task of analyzing
the error propagation throughout the control and data flow and, in turn, providing
reliability annotations to unannotated data objects, is left to the compiler.

An example for data propagation analysis is shown in Listing 1.2. Here, data
flow information captured by the static analysis in the abstract syntax tree is used
to propagate reliability type qualifiers to unannotated variables. In addition, this
information is used to check the code for invalid assignments that would propagate
permissible bit errors in unreliable variables to ones declared as reliable.
Here, the unreliable qualifier of variable u propagates to the assignment to the
left-hand side variable x. Since x is also declared unreliable, this code is valid.
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unreliable int u, pos, tmp;
reliable int r, a[10];
u = 10;
r = u; // invalid assignment
pos = 0;
while ( pos < r ) { // invalid condition

tmp = r / u; // invalid division
a[ pos++ ] = tmp; // invalid memory access

}

Listing 1.3 Invalid assignments

Listing 1.3 gives examples for invalid propagation of data from unreliable (i.e.,
possibly affected by a bit flip) to reliable data objects, which are flagged as an error
by the compiler.

However, there are specific data objects for which the compiler is unable to
automatically derive a reliability qualifier for. Specifically, this includes input and
output data, but also possibly data accessed through pointers for which typical static
analyses only provide imprecise results.

The binary classification of data object vulnerability discussed above is effective
when the objective is to avoid application crashes. If the quality of service, e.g.,
measured by the signal-to-noise ratio of a program’s output, is of relevance,
additional analyses are required.

FEHLER has also been applied to an approximate computing system that utilizes
an ALU comprised of probabilistic adders and multipliers [7]. Here, the type
qualifiers discussed before are used to indicate if a given arithmetic operation can
be safely executed on the probabilistic ALU or if a precise result is required, e.g.,
for pointer arithmetics. The impact of different error rates on the output of an H.264
video decoder using FEHLER on probabilistic hardware is shown in Fig. 15. Here,
lowering the supply voltage results in an increased error probability and, in turn, in
more errors in the output, resulting in a reduced QoS as measured by the signal-to-
noise ratio of the decoded video frames.

Fig. 15 Effects of different error rated on the QoS of an H.264 video decoder using FEHLER. (a)
VDD = 1.2 V. (b) VDD = 1.1 V. (c) VDD = 1.0 V. (d) VDD = 0.9 V. (e) VDD = 0.8 V
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5.3 Dynamic Testing

Architectural countermeasures that prevent errors from surfacing or even only detect
their presence come at non-neglectable costs. Whether a specific cost is acceptable
or not, in turn, depends on many factors, most prominently criticality. The range of
associated costs is also extensive, on one end triple modular redundancy (TMR) or
similar duplication schemes such as duplication with comparison (DWC) or on the
other end of the spectrum time-multiplexed methods such as online dynamic testing
proposed by Gao et al. [5]. In the former examples, the costs directly correlate to the
kind of assurance each technique can provide, i.e., TMR can not only continuously
monitor a given component like DWC, but it can also mask any detected errors.
Using TMR in the right manner, it virtually guarantees the absence of errors, but
also comes at a 50% increase in both area and power consumption when compared
to DWC.

Whether such cost is sensible or not depends on a complex probabilistic tradeoff
with the probability of an error to occur at a specific point in time, and the criticality
of an application, on the other hand, also expressed as a probabilistic term, e.g.,
the maximum tolerable error probability per time, often expressed as failure rate
per time λ. While some applications cannot tolerate any errors such as banking
transactions (or so we hope), many embedded applications have surprisingly large
margins such as applications for entertainment or comfort purposes. For such
applications, rather than giving absolute assurances in terms of error detection
and masking (e.g., TMR or DWC), temporal limits with confidence levels are
far more usable and have much higher utility for the engineering of architectural
countermeasures.

Dynamic testing is a probabilistic testing scheme which can exploit such limits
as its primary metric is by definition latency detection, that is the time a given
dynamic testing configuration requires to detect an error with a given probability.
Dynamic testing periodically samples inputs as well as associated outputs of known
algorithms implemented in designated components of a SoC in a time-multiplexed
fashion. Thereby obtained samples are then recomputed online on a component,
the checker core, which is presumed to be more reliable. If the output sample of
the device under test (DUT) does not match the recomputed sample, an error on
the DUT is assumed. This testing method offers many ways to be tuned towards a
specific scenario and to meet particular reliability requirements. By specifying how
often a DUT is checked, how many samples per time window are being checked as
well as how many such DUTs are checked using the same checker core, effort and
the achievable level of assurance can be fine-tuned. Furthermore, depending on the
properties of the checker core, even more ways to tailor dynamic testing towards a
concrete scenario emerge.

In the presented research as demonstrated in [15], specially hardened Dynami-
cally Reconfigurable Processors (DRPs) have been used to implement the checker
functionality (See chapter ‘Increasing Reliability Using Adaptive Cross-Layer
Techniques in DRPs’). DRPs are similar to FPGAs as they are reconfigurable
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Fig. 16 General DRP structure (left) and temporal application mapping in DRPs (right)

architectures. In terms of functionality, however, they are much closer to many-core
architectures, as they consist of an array of processing elements (PE) (Fig. 16 left)
which operate on word granularity and possess an instruction concept combined
with processor-like cycle-by-cycle internal reconfiguration. Therefore, DRPs do
not only allow applications to be mapped spatially like FPGAs but also offer an
extensive temporal domain to be used for better area utilization using so-called
multi-context application mappings (Fig. 16 right).

For dynamic testing, this means that a DRP as a checker core is more suitable
than, e.g., an embedded field programmable gate array (eFPGA) as conventional
error detection ensures that the hardened DRP itself is checked regularly during
non-checker operation. Furthermore, the high structural regularity also allows
workloads to be shifted around on the PE array, adding additional assurances that if
a DUT checks out faulty on several different PEs, the likelihood of false-positives
decreases. Most importantly, however, it does not need to be dedicated to dynamic
testing, but dynamic testing could be executed alongside regular applications. In
turn, this, of course, also means that checker computations take longer to complete,
reducing the number of samples computed per time window.

While this adaptability makes DRPs and dynamic testing an interesting match,
for this combination to be useful, realistic assumptions about the error probability
P are essential. If we can obtain P through, e.g., the RAP model, there are two
significant advantages. Firstly, P is not constant over the lifetime of a SoC and
knowledge about its distribution can help reduce testing efforts with dynamic
testing. At a less error-prone time, dynamic testing allows for trade-offs such as
increased time to react to errors if the error is unlikely enough to only affect a
small minority of devices. Secondly, for an error with probability P to have any
effect, it needs to be observable, and, thus, for all practical purposes we equate P

and observation probability q which then allows us to use P to fine-tune dynamic
testing to a resource minimum while meeting an upper bound for detection latency.
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Fig. 17 Feasibility region for an error to be detected within 2 s, with N = 4 running at 100 MHz,
an observable error probability of P = 10−5, a reconfiguration and setup overhead of 1 ms and
different scaling factors s and time windows TT W

Assume a dynamic testing setup with N = 4 DUTs, a reconfiguration and general
setup overhead of TOV = 1 ms and time windows of TT W = {1, . . . , 40 ms},
one round of checking requires between 8 ms and 44 ms for all DUTs. Now let s

denote the scaling factor by which the temporal domain is used to map the checker
functionality, e.g., s = 3 means using a third of the original spatial resources
and, instead, prolonging the time to compute one sample by a factor of three.
Consequently, a scaling factor of s = 3 divides the number of samples checked
within one time window by three.

Now consider Fig. 17 which depicts the feasibility region by time window size
TT W and scaling factor s. The area which is not marked by the red dashes means
that in this region, a reliability goal of a maximum detection latency DL of 2 s
can be guaranteed with two-sigma confidence. However, apart from all adaptability,
dynamic testing may be also waived or reduced to a minimum during times of
low error probability (after early deaths in the bath tub curve). Ideally, we would
only start with serious testing once the error probability is high enough to be
concerned and then also only as much that the expected detection latency is within
the prescribed limit. In other words, without detailed knowledge of vulnerability P ,
the only possibility is to guess the probabilities and add margins. If, however, P
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can be estimated close enough, dynamic testing using DRPs as checker core offers
a near resource optimal time and probability based technique.

Furthermore, if the characteristics of P and its development over time is
understood well enough, dynamic testing could pose an alternative to DWC or
even TMR for certain applications. The better P can be modeled, the smaller
the margins become that have to be added to give assurances with high enough
confidence. Especially for more compute intensive applications without 100%
availability requirements, dynamic testing could serve as a low-cost alternative.

6 Application-Level Optimization—Autonomous Robot

Autonomous transportation systems are continuously advancing and become
increasingly present in our daily lives [37]. Due to their autonomous nature, for
such systems often safety and reliability are a special concern—especially when
they operate together with humans in the same environment [11]. In [13], we studied
the effect of soft errors in the data cache of a two-wheeled autonomous robot. The
robot acts as a transportation platform for areas with narrow spacing. Due to safety
reasons, the autonomous movement of the robot is limited to a predefined path. A
red line on the ground, which is tracked by a camera mounted on the robot, defines
the path which the robot should follow.

Since we want to study the impact of single event upsets in the data cache, the
whole system memory hierarchy including accurate cache models is included in
the simulation environment. We utilized in this example Instruction Set Simulation
(ISS) to emulate the control SW, which consists of three main tasks: (1) the
extraction of the red line from the camera frames, (2) the computation of orientation
and velocity required to follow the line, and (3) evaluation of the sensor data to
control the left and right motor torques to move the robot autonomously. The last
task has especially hard real-time constraints because the robot must constantly
be balanced. In this setup we used a fault model based on neutron particle strike
induced single event upsets as shown in Sect. 4.1.1. Further, to make the fault-
injection experiment feasible we used Mixture Importance Sampling to avoid
simulation of irrelevant scenarios [14].

In this experiment the processor of the robot is modeled in a 45 nm technology
together with a supply voltage of 0.9 V. Further, we assume a technology dependent
parameter Qs of 4.05 fC and a flux � of 14 Neutrons/cm2/h (New York, Sea Level)
[20, 36]. In our fault injection experiment we start with an unprotected, unhardened
data cache to find the maximal resilience of the application to soft errors.

Figure 18 depicts traces of position, velocity, and orientation of the robot while
it autonomously follows a line for 10 s. The injected faults lead to two types of
changed system behavior:

1. strong deviations in orientation and velocity where the robot eventually loses its
balance (crash sites are marked with crosses in the x − −y plane graph).
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Fig. 18 Robot movement in x − −y plane together with velocity and orientation angle. Dashed
lines indicate crashes by CPU stalls

2. slight deviations, e.g., temporarily reduced velocity or changed orientation,
where the robot still rebalances due to its feed-back control loop and still reaches
its goal at the end of the line.

Further investigations showed, that for the more severe failures in (1) the
simulator always reported a CPU stall. This led finally to the crash of the robot
in the simulation as the balancing control was not executed any longer. Such
failures are much more severe compared to (2). Still, such problems are detectable
on microarchitectural level. In (2), silent data corruption (SDC) in the control
algorithm happens. SDC is a severe problem for an application because it typically
cannot easily be detected. Interestingly for our experiment, the algorithm shows
a very high fault tolerance and often moves the robot back on its original path.
This, possibly, guarantees a safe movement dependent on how narrow the robot’s
movement corridor is specified. The inherent error resilience of the application, thus,
mitigates the SDC effect.

Based on these insights an overall cross-layer design approach for this appli-
cation could look as follows: The severe crashing failures in (1) are handled by
additional protection solution which detects such problems and causes a restart of
the application and hence the balancing control. One typical solution to this problem
is the addition of a watchdog timer to the system or a small monitoring application
to key state variables of the control loop. The silent data corruption in (2) can be
accepted in a certain frequency and limit according to the overall system constraints.
Hence, further system design techniques and resilience actuators can be used to
tune this into the required limits. This is further described in chapter ‘Cross-Layer
Resilience Against Soft Errors: Key Insights’.

A further use case for applying the RAP model to the cross-layer evaluation of
temperature effects in MPSoC systems is presented in chapter ’Thermal Manage-
ment and Communication Virtualization for Reliability Optimization in MPSoCs’.
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